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DRAVIDIAN MOD~LS OF DECIPHERMENT OF 
lliE INDUS SCRIPT: A CASE STUDY· 

Introduction 

Th is paper offers a brief case 
study of the Dravidian models of 
decipherment of the Indus Script. 
The method adopted is to select 
one. of the frequently occu rring signs 
of the script and make a comparative 
and cri tical study of different inter
pretations of the sign proposed by 
scholars working within the Dravidian 
linguistic framework. For the purpose 
of the present paper, it will be as
sumed that the Harappan language 
was a form of Drav~dian and that 
the Indus Script ioncJ'"<Ies word signs. 
While these are st ill assumpt ions. 
there are good grounds to believe 
that they are like ly to be true. 

The 'bearer' signs 

A B c 

Fig. I: The 'bearer' signs 

The 'bearer' 
among the more 
morphic signs ~f 

signs <Fig. I ) are 
frequent anthropo
the Indus Script. 

Iravatham Mahadevan 

Sign A is a clearly recognizable 
pictograph depicting a standing person 
carrying across his shoulders a long 
pole or yoke with loads slung from 
each end . Signs Band C are the 
principal modificat ions of the basic 
sign A with the ligaturing of the 
'l ance' and 'jar' signs respective ly 
a t the top. In this paper the signs 
illustrated in Fig. I wiJi be referred 
to as the 'bearer' sign (A), the 'lance
bearer' sign (B) and the 'jar-bearer ' 
sign (C), and collecti vely as the 
'bearer' signs. Sign and Text Numbers 
and data are cited from my book 
The Indus Script: Texts, Concordance 
and Tables (1977). 

Pictographic Character of the 'bearer' 
sign 

Th e pictograph ic character 
of the 'bearer' signs becomes obv ious 
when one studies the graphic variants 
of the signs and their pr incipal modifi
cat ions (F ig. 2). The hands of the 
person ho lding the yoke are shown 
some times paralle l to the yoke and 
at other tio/les pointing upward s 
or downwards or bent at the elbows. 
The head of the person as well a s 
his feet are occasionally depicted. 
In an unique example from Harappa 

* Updated vers ion of the paper read at the 10th Annual Conference of Dravidian 
Linguistics Assoc iation, New Delh i, 1980. 



(5 123) the person seems to be wearing 
a robe and shoes with upturned toes. 
The loads are slullf, by ropes or some
times direc tly attached to the pole. 
The loads are represent ed by larger 
or smaller ovals or circles or occa
sionally as triangles pointing upwards 
or downwards. In an unique exam ple 
from Ur (9842) the loads are shown 
as water skins, no doubt influenced 
by the West Asian trad ition . 
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Fi g. 2: Graph ic variants of the 'bearer ' 
signs 

Fre quenc y Dis tribution Analysis o f 
the 'bearer' signs 

The 'bearer ' 
domina'l tl y in the 
the text s, as may 

signs occur pre
final position in 

be seen from the 

fo llowing Table: 

Posit ion 

Salus 
Initial 
Medial 
Final 

Frequency 
Sign Sign 

A B 

I 
I 
9 2 

69 II 
80 ""T3 

Sign 
C 

3 
I 

30 
92 
126 

Eve n in the med ial position ~ , 

the 'bearer ' s igns are mostl y quast
final, that is, they are followed by 
a term in al sign (generally the so-cal led 
'comb ' sign) which is a separable 
suffix. In th is respect the 'bearer' 
signs behave exactly like the 'jar' 
and the 'lance ' signs showing that 
all of them be long funct ionally to 
the same class or category of signs. 
The affinity is revealed both graphica l
ly and syn t ac t icall y; the 'bearer' 
sign IS often found ligatured with 
the 'lanc e' or the 'jar' signs, especia ll y 
with the latter. The 'bearer ' signs 
can replace the 'lance' or 'j ar' signs 
from otherwise identica l texts. There 
are rare instances when the 'jar' 
s!gn is placed before the 'bearer' 
sign in a sequence in stead of being 
ligatured. [t is however possible that 
the two arrangements have different 
functions as the preceding sequences 
in eit her case are different. Another 
significant point is that even though 
the 'bearer ' signs are mostly fina l, 
the 'jar bearer' sign can sometimes 
occu r alone com pri sing the whole 
text (as in 2841) and also in quasi
initial positions, that is, where the 
preceding signs are clearl y separable 
(as in 1178). 
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Earlie r Ideographic Interpretations 
of the 'bearer ' s ign 

The earlier ideographic interpreta-



tions of the 'bear.er' sign flowed na
turally from the self-evident picto
graphic identification of the sign. 
Langdon described the sign as 'a 
man carr ying a yoke with baskets'. 
After noting that the sign occurred 
commonly in the fina l position in 
the text s, he expressed the view that 
it was "clearly a determinative of 
a profession, builder, carrier, etc." 
(Langdon, ed. Marshall: 1931). Hunter 
(1934) described the sign as a 'water
carrier ', no doubt basing himself 
on West Asian paralle ls. Flinders 
Petrie (J 932) also described the sign 
as a 'man bearing water skins on 
a yoke ' and connected it with the 
meaning of 'water supply'. Meriggi 
(1934) interpreted the sign as an 
ideogram for a load or weight. 

Inte rpret ations of Heras 

Father Henry Heras ( 1953) was 
the earliest scho lar to propose a 
Dravidian solution to the riddle of 
the Indus Script. He described the 
'bearer' sign as a 'man lift ing some
thing' and proposed the following 
ideographic in terpretations of the 
5ign: 

tftk (2) scale, : (I) to weigh, 
(3) justice, 

tiik-an .: (4) lifter, 
tiik-il : (6) in the 

(5) teacher, 
scale (sign 

8 in Fig. l) 

The root [uk (DED 2777) does 
have the meanings 'to lift, weigh' 
though the choice is arbitrary, as 
it is only one of many possible alterna
tives, and not the best possible one 
either, since usage as recorded in 
DED does not associate this word 
with the meaning 'to carry as yoke'. 
The meaning 'scale' ('balance ') is 
also possible, but there is no evidence 
of Dravidian usage of the symbol 
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'scale' to indicate the concept of 
'justice'. 'Li fter' may be alright, 
but it is not clear how Heras derives 
the meanmg 'teacher' therefrom. 
He ras does not provide examples 
from texts to illustrate any of these 
meaning,.. In the only text ci ted by 
him the 'bearer' si,lln is interpreted 
:0 mean 'the conste ll a tion or the 
month of the Sca le '. The re is no 
evidence that the ' Harappans had 
the same names for the stellar constel
lations as found in later Hindu or 
Greek astronomy . Th e attempted 
decipherment by Heras has not won 
general acceptance of the scholars 
in the field. 

Inte rpretation of the Finn ish Team 

It is interesting that the Finnish 
attempt to decipher the Indus Script 
(Parpola et al.:l969) began with the 
'bearer' sign when Pentti Aalto asked 
"can (this) be plural suff ix ? '. Starting 
with this 'clue' and taking into ac
count the frequency distribution charac 
teristics of the signs, the Finnish 
Team proposed the following paradigm 
of case suffixes (Fig.3). 

Singu lar Plural 

Nominative Zero m 
Genitive V tA 
Dative 

Fig. 3: 

T m, 
Paradigm of case suffixes 
accordihg to the Finni:.h Team 
(the earlie r model). 

According to the or igina l proposal 
made by the Finns, tile plural suf fix 
('bearer' sign) was to be r('ad aftcr 
tile case suffixes (the 'j ar' or 'lance' 
signs) as the ligatured signs arc ~enC'ra!
Iy to be read from top to bottom . 



When Dravidian ists pointed out that 
this morphemic order did not exist 
in any Dravidian language, the Finn~ 
withdrew their earlier suggest ion 
and proposed that as an exceptional 
case, these ligatures were to be read 
from bottom to top on the ground 
that graphicaJJy the reverse order 
(i.e. placing the 'bearer' sign on the 
t.op) wou ld offend 'the principles 
of economy and aesthetics governing 
ancient scr ipts'. 

The Finni sh Team (A sko Parpola : 
1970) interpreted the 'bearer' sign 
as a 'picture of a man with a carry ing 
yoke' and suggested the following 
Dravidian homophones: 

=* ka.r:i : 

'carrying yoke' (DED 
11 .5.5) 

'much' (nED 1144) 
"an originally independent 
word suffixed to denote 
the plural concept, which 
in course of time has 
become shortened result
ing in the modern plu ral 
suffix - ka!". 

Th e cases where the 'bearer ' 
sign is placed after the 'jar' sign 
in sequence are explained by another 
set of homophones. vis. 

*kar: i 'carrying yoke' (DEf) 
1155) 

=*kari 'to wash' (DED 11.54), 
(which ., sup posed to 
stand foc 'bath '. 0 ' 
r itual bath ing). 

There are several difficulties in accept
ing these interpretations. There is 
no evidence from any Drav idian langu
age that karl 'much' (OED 1144) was 
ever used as a plural marker. The 
word ":leaning 'much , in excess' does 
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not have the plural signification of 
'more than one'. It is doubtful whethe r 
-kal. as a single plural suffix can 
be reconstructed for PDr. Th is diff icu l
ty is not got over by the Finns' argu
ment that the "universal tendency 
of suffixes is to become shortened 
(*kari > kal > ka, k, V. not to become 
Jong~r (k, j > ka!>" as it is doubtful 
whether ka[- and -kat can be consider
ed homophones at all. Wh ile the 'bear
er' sign when succeeding (and not 

. ligatured with) the 'j ar' sign may 
have a different function, there is 
no evidence to connect such occurr 
ences with the meaning 'bath '. There 
is also no usage connecting the word 
karu 'bathe, deanse' (l)EO 1154) 
with 'bath' (water 'tank'). It appears 
that the Finnish Team has become 
a,ware of the problems connected 
with their interpret ations o f the 'bear
er' sign, whic h is also excl ud ed from 
Parpola's 1976 paper on 'suggested 
semantic and phonetic values of se lec t 
ed Indu s pictogram s '. (See Postscript 
on the revised interpretations recently 
proposed by Asko Parpola 1981). 

Interpretation of the Soviet Team 

Curov (1968) pointed out the 
most apt word in Drav id ian to des
cribe the 'bearer' sign (designated 
as the 'porter' sign by the Soviet 
Team): kG : 'po les wi th ropes hun~ 
on each end used to carry loads on 
the shoulder, a yoke '. (nED. 1193). 
Curov also resorts to the technique 
of homonymy to explain the intended 
meaning of the sign . The homophone 
selected by him is: kii; ' to guard. 
protect' (DEf).I192) . Gurov int erprets 
the bearer sign accordingly to mean 
'Protec tor', an epi the t applied to 
deities in the so-called 'sac rifici al' 
inscriptions (engraved on tiny tablets 
occurring at Harappa). Curov further 
suggests that the sign could also 



represent a 'protective formula' (like 
Ta. kava I, koppu) when used on amulets 
or donative textS as in the case of 
later Indian inscriptions. As regards 
the phonetic value of the 'bearer' 
sign, Gurov has this to say: "We should 
add we do not attempt to reconstruct 
the 'real' morpholog!cal appearance 
of the proto-Dravidian (or 'Harappan') 
word. We only try to point out that 
in our opinion the sign corresponded 
in the 'Harappan' language to some 
word derived from the root *ka
with the same meaning as the old 
Tamil koppu". Curov also suggests 
thiJ.t the 'jar bearer' sign when preced
ed by 'numerals' may be an ideogram 
with phonetic value corresponding 
to kil 'a weight, burden'. 

There can hardly be any doubt 
that the suggestions made by Curov 
are linguistically more sophisticated 
and much more persuasive than those 
of Heras or the Finnish Team. Curov 
has identified not only the most apt 
Dravidian word to suit the pictographic 
significance of the '~arer' sign, 
but also the most satisfying homo
phone from linguistic as ' well as 
cultural considerations. If Curov can 
be shown to be right, the Dravidian 
character of the Indus Script would 
be conclusively established as the 
pair of homophones ka: 'to bear/to 
protect' occurs only in Dravidian . 
The quest.ion however is whether 
Gurov is right when he claims that 
"the appearance of the sign (A) with 
its variants (C and B) in the same 
position can hardly be explained from 
the extra-linguistic point of view". 

At the outset one can point 
out that Curov himself provides an 
'extra-linguistic' alterna",ive when 
he suggests the ideographic value 
of 'weight, burden' to the 'bearer' 
sign . Other scholars (not necessarily 
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working with the Dravidian hypothesis) 
like Meriggi (1934) and Kinnier-Wilson 
(1974) have suggested this ideographic 
interpretation. If the sign signifies 
a 'unit of weight' the homonymy 
suggested by Curov becomes irrelevant 
and phonetic values other than . ka 
'burden, weight' become possible 
even within Dravidian. If the inter
pretation is not based , on homonymy, 
the unique Dravidian solution suggest
ed by CUrov cannot be established 
with certainty. 

Another and more serious problem 
with Gurov's interpretation IS his 
treatment of the 'bearer' si~n as' 
a substantive, but the' 'jar' sIgn as 
a derivational morpheme (the Dr. 
oblique case *- t in the Soviet modeJ). 
This conflicts with the well-establish
ed fact arrived at by textual analysis 
that the 'jar' and the 'bearer' signs 
belong functionally to the same class 
or category of signs. As mention
ed earlier they can replace each 
other in otherwise identical texts. 
The Iigaturing of the 'jar' sign with 
the 'bearer' sign is unlikely to repre
sent as common a grammatical fea
ture as the addition of the oblique 
case suffix to form an oblique stem 
as there are only three other similar 
ligatured signs in the Indus Script. 
(signs 352, 353 and 394). The Finnish 
Team attempted to fit all the three 
signs ('jar', 'lance' and 'bearer') In 

an integrated paradigm of suffixes 
on the basis of observed functional 
similarity - an attempt which failed 
for other reasons as noticed earlier. 
It is possible to build an alternative 
model in wh~ch all the three signs 
are substantives but placed in text
final positions for syntactical reasons. 
What does not seem permissible is 
to treat one of them as a substan
tive and the others as suffixes or 
derivational morphemes as attempted 



by the Soviet Team. 

A New Ideographic In te rpretation 

have presented my ideas on 
the 'bearer' si gns in a series of earlier 
papers (\'I ahad.~van 1970, 1975, 1980, 
1982) a"d I shall only bl-iefly recapitu
late them here for purpo:;es of com para
tive !> tudy. 

It is possible to study the inscrip
t ions in th.e Indus Script and compre
hend their context in a broad manner 
by observing the paralle ls between 
the ideograms in the script and their 
possible su rvivals in the later Indian 
t radi tion. Such parallels can be found 
both in the Indo-Aryan and the Dravi
dian tradi tions and can be explained 
on the basis of tne substratum influ
ence of the Harappan Culture on 
later traditions. The advantage of 
the method is that it is not necessary 
to make any a priori assumption about 
the linguist ic affini t y of the Harappan 
language. The limitation of the method 
is that the diversity of the later 
tradit ions would predude us from 
assigning any speci fi c phonetic values 
to the ideograms of the Indus scri pt. 

It appears possible to interpret 
the 'bearer ' sign (depicting a person 
carrying a yoke across his shoulders) 
with reference to the 'bearer' and 
'yoke ' motifs occurring in later Indian 
traditi on . The term 'bearer' is applied 
both In Indo-A ryan and Drav idian 
idiomatically to a person who 'shou l
ders ' any responsibility or 'bears' the 
'bu rden' of any office. Examples 
are skt. bhortr. 'husband' from bhr 
'to bear' and kOryowhoka, 'offi ce
bearer' (from wh, 'to carr y'). The 
'yoke' words are Yugamdhara and 
dhuraritdhara (lit, 'yoke bea rers') 
used as honorif ics. One shou ld natural
ly look for such term s among the 
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royal and priestly fam ilies who wield
ed power and aut hori t y in ancient 
times. [t is signi fi c ant that the most 
famous royal -and priest family of 
the Vedic and Eph... per iods bore the 
name 'Bharata I (lit., 'bearer '). The 
S...Ltavahanas also had names derived 
f rom the ' beare r ' motif (from vah, to 
carry) . In the Tam il country the Cheras 
were also ca ll ed poraiyor (lit., 'bear
ers ' from POEu 'to bear'). Copper 
coins from the Travanco re area o f 
Kerala depict ing the 'bearer' motif 
proba bly preserve the Ch~ra/Poraiy?r 
tradition (Elliot: 1886, No. 197). On 
the basis of the evidence sum mari sed 
above we can interpr~t the 'bearer' 
sign in the Indus Scr ipt when su ffi ;ted 
to names as an ideo~ram with the 
approximate meaning 'officer, func
tionary '. 

A compari son between the Soviet 
mode l and the one proposed by me 
is instructive. Bilsically the difference 
is that the Soviet interpret at ion is 
phonetic and based on Dravidiu.""I homo
nymy , wh ile mine is extra-linguis
t ic and based on ideograph ic depict ion 
and cu ltura l su rvi va ls in the later 
trad ition . Fig. 4 brings ':)ut the com pari
son c learly . 

Evide nce in Support of the Proposed 
Ideographic Interpretation 

The interpretat ion of the 'beart!r ' 
sign proposed by me has proved more 
productive than other mode ls conside;r
ed above and has led to accumulatior. 
of evidence throwing light on related 
~roup of signs. For the first time, 
we are able to establ ish c redible 
pa r al lel s betwe e n the ideographic 
signs of the Indus Script and royal 
names and t itles recorded in the 
later Indian traditions. Only some 
examples have been given here. 
What is more, the li gatured signs, 

" 



viz. 
have 

'jar - bearer ' and 
exact paralle ls in 

'lance-bearer' 
the Andhr a 

royal names. The evidence 
repeating here (f ig.5). 

is wor th 

Beare!'", sign 

Phonetic Mode l 
(Sovie t ) 

100: to carry yoke 

> kii: to protect, 
protector, 
pro tect ion. 

I 
Ideographic Model 

(M ahade van) 

To bear the burden (of office) 
> Officer, func tionary. 

Bearer 

Bharata (Skt .) 
(S4ta)Vlihano 

(Skr.) 

PO[Qi (Ta.) 

Yoke 

Dhurathdhara (Skt.) 
Yugar'ndhoro \Skt .) 

Fig. 4: Phone tic and ideographic model s o f interpretation of the 'bearer ' s ign. 

Sign Pictor ial 
va lue 

U Ja, 

i' Lance 

~ Bearer 

~ Jar +Bearer 

Lance+ Bearer 

Equiva lents 
in Sanskrit 

soto 

solyo 

whana 

*so to-whono 

> Sotawhono 

~SoiYO-\IOhono 

> SalivCihono 

Fig. 5: Indus Ideograms in Indian Hi storical t radition. 
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Meaning 

A kind of sacr ifi cial 
vessel 

Lance, Spear 

Bearing. c arrying 

' J ar -bearing ' 

nrpr of Andhra Dynasty 

'Lance-bearing ' 

n.pr of Andhra Dynas ty 



The str iking parallels cited above 
have to be viewed with caution and 
circumspect ion. I am not suggesting 
that the Andhras ruled over the Harap
pan 'kingdom' or that they spoke 
Sanskrit! Nor am I suggesting exact 
phonetic equ ivalent s of the si.gns. 
I a m only pointing out that given 
the ideographic equivalents of the 
signs we get the equivalent royal 
names recorded in later tradition 
and that this phenomenon is due to 
the substratum influence of the Harap
pan culture and later survivals (possibly 
through loanwords and loan transla
tions) in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian 
traditions. As I have explained else
where (Mahadevan 1982) the terminal 
signs including the 'bearer' group 
of signs are ideograms pro bably indica
ting the occupations and soc ial status 
of the persons to whose names these 
signs are found suffixed. My tentat ive 
interpre tation of the 'bearer' signs 
is as follows (Fig.6). 

Sign Pictorial 
value 

\J Jar 
(Sacrificial 
Vessel) 

t Lance 

~ Bearer 

tf:6 Jar-bearer 

Lance-bearer 

Fig. 6: Interpretation of 
ideograms in the 

Ideographic 
Meaning 

Priest 

Warrior 

Officer, 
functionary 

Officer or 
functionary 
with priestly 
duties 

Officer or 
functionary 
with mi litary 
duties 
the 'bearer' 
Indus Script . 
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It will be seen that the related signs 
('bearer', 'jar' and 'lance' signs) are 
all treated as substantives and suff ixed 
elements in name-formation . The 
signification of the 'bearer' symbolism 
has already been explained. The 'lance' 
sign is a self-evident ideogram. The 
interpreta.:ion of the 'jar' sign as 
a priest ly symlxll is based on the 
later trad ition of 'jar-Ixlrn' sages 
and Brahman families, starting from 
Vasishtha and Agastya as the myth 
is found even in the Rgveda (VII: 
33). The fact that 'jar-born' legends 
also occur among royal dynasties 
(the Pallavas, Ve!ir, Chalukyas, etc.) 
indicates the survival of a priest-ruler 
tradition antedating the Indo-Aryan 
Varna order and probably going back 
to the Harappan culture. 

Postscript (1 983) 
After this paper was presented 

in 1980, there have been some interest
ing developments strengthening the 
case for an ideographic interpretation 
of the bearer signs. 

Revised Finnish Interpretation 

Asko Parpola (J 981) in his recent 
paper 'On the Harappan Yoke-Carrier 
Pictogram and K:3vacji Worship' has 
explicitly withdrawn the ejlrlier Finnish 
Paradigm of case suffixes (Fig. 3) 
and has accepted the view that the 
terminal s igns ('jar' and 'lance' signs) 
have to be regarded as substantives. 
His rev ised interpretation of these 
signs, bdsed on Dr . Ho monym y, are 
as follows: 

Fig. 

\J 
t 

Possession 

Giving, gift 

7; Revised Finnish interpretation 
of the terminal signs. 



Asko Par po la also gives up expli
cit ly the earlie r Finnish interpreta
tions of the 'bearer' s ign and turns 
towards an ideographic interpretation 
based on the pictorial motif of the 
'Yoke-carrier'. After citing many 
iconograph ic and literary parallels 
from IA. and Or. tradit ions, Parpola 
presents the follo wing revised inter
pretations of the bearer signs (A and 
B), 

"One who carnes sacrifiCial 
offerings with a carrying 
Yoke with baskets or pots 
hanging from e ithe r end" . 
(cL Ta. Kavac,lO. 

"The bearer of a palanquin 
{of the deity)" . (d. Ta. KO(ji

"':0-0:- yo!): bearer of Palanquin). 
Fig. 8: Revised Finn ish interpretation 

of the 'bearer' signs. 

It will be seen that Parpola's 
revised interpre tations agree broadly 
with my approach in treating the 
'j a r ' and 'lance ' terminal signs as 
su bstantives and trying to ascertain 
the meanings of the 'bearer ' sign 
ideogr aphically with the help of both 
IA. and Dr. parallels. I consider this 
broad convergence of ideas as more 
important than the differences in 
the actua l details of inte rpretat ions 
wh ich will get sor ted out in due course. 
The only note of caution is that all 
the pr oposed interpretation s should 
be considered provisional and should 
not be accepted in the litera l sense. 
Other interpretations based on differ
ent parallels from later tradit ions 
are possible. It is to be hoped that 
all such interpretations will get narrow
ed down and conv erge to ' point out 
the ori~ina l signi ficance of the Harap
pan ideograms, which may not ~ 
iden ti cal wi th the later tradi t ions. 
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A Vedic Paralle l and a Dra vidian 
Sequel 

K. V .Ramesh (in th is vol.) adds 
to the growing number of ideographic 
interpretations of the 'bearer' signs. 
His interpretations are a lso based 
on the 'load -bearer ' motif, and he 
po ints out to the corresponding names 
and titles in early Vedic li terature 
(Fig.9) • . 

v 
bhorabhrt, 
bhartr (RV); 

vaja (R V) 

Load-beare r 

Sacrificial ves
sel conta in ing 
an oblat ion of 
r ice offered at 
t h e o bsequia l 
ce remonies. 

bilaradviija, Names/titles 
Vajarhbham: occu rri ng in 

Vedic tex ts. 

Fig. 9: Ramesh 's Interpretation of 
the 'bearer' signs. 

It may be asked why I have includ
ed these Sanskr it equ ivalents in a 
paper deali ng with Dravidian interpreta
tion. I have two reasons for doing 
'0. 

In one of my earlier papers (1980), 
had pointed out to the name Bharad

vaja as one based on the 'bearer' 
motif. Ramesh has gone further and 
has been able to show that the name 
fits in with bo th' parts of the Iigatured 
' jar-bearer' sign (bharad: 'bearer '); 
vaja: 'container for offerings') . It 
is intere sting to compare this with 
my parallel interpre tation of the 
jar-bearer sign as corresponding to 
the name Satavahana (sata : sacrificial 



-vessel; whana: c arr ying). The multiplici
ty of parallels is only to be expec ted. 
In an elaborate discussion of tne 
si tuation (Mahadevan 1975) I had 
pointed out that the or iginal Harappan 
tradit ion wou ld have, in course of 
time, over a wide area and in a bi
lingual milieu, split up into num e
rous 'streams and layers of paralle
lisms'. All are equally val id if one 
know s how to handle them with 
circ'Jmspection, not to regard an y 
of them as literal meanings or read
ings, but onl y as pointers towards 
a distant and possibly ver y different 
reality represented by the Harappan 
ideogr am. 

Ramesh's strict ly Sanskr itic inter
pretations of the 'bearer' signs may 
have a Dravidian sequel! The Cheras 
(a lso c alled the Poraiyar) cl aimed 
that one of their ancestors fed the 

Kaur ava and the Pandava armies 
during the Mahabharata war (Purom. 
2). While interpret ing this legend, 
sc holars have suggested that the 
technIcal expression r>erunco[t1 (Jjt. 
'big feast 'J, used in this context denot
ed the ofler ing of pifJCJam (o bsequi a l 
food offerings) to remote forbear s 
in an act of ritual ancestor worship 
(P. Arunachalam 1966; a lso see M.A. 
Durai Rangaswam y 1.966). 1 a m intrigu
ed by the para ll elism between Skt. 
bharad and Ta. DOroi (both meaning 
'bearer ,) and between sl:;t . vaja and 
Ta. Peruncoru (both meaning obsequial 
rice offerings). It may well be that 
the ultimate source of both paralle
lisms is the idt'a (whatever be its 
original import) represented by the 
Ha rappan id eog ram 'l oad- beare r ' 
passing into and evolvin~ wit hin the 
rich Indi an hist orical tradition. 
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